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something…overwhelming.”…Furthermore,… it… says:…“The… task…of… the…




















　Under…such…circumstances,… the…decision…of… the…Court…of…Appeal… in…
R.v.…North… and…East…Devon…Health…Authority,… ex…parte…Coughlan…
（［2000］2W.L.R.622.）,……which…is…a…marked…ruling…developing…the…doc-
trine…of…substantive…legitimate…expectations,…has…appeared.
　Lord…Woolf…MR……has…clearly…said:…“We…would…prefer…to…regard…the…
Wednesbury…categories…themselves…as…the…major…instances…（not…neces-
sarily… the… sole…ones）…of…how…public…power…may…be…misused.”…Lord…
Woolf…went…on…to…say…that…once…it…is…recognized…that…conduct…which…is…
an…abuse…of…power…is…contrary…to…law,…its…continued…existence…must…be…
for…the…courts…to…determine…（Ibid.654）.
　In…this…article,… I… intend…to…analyze…the…Coughlan…case…and…to…make…
clear… the…relations…between…substantive… legitimate…expectations…and…
judicial…review,…particularly……focusing…on…legitimate…expectations…in…re-
lation…to…the…abuse…of…power.…I…will…also…discuss…the…possibility…of…UK…
courts…going…beyond…a…review…of…bare…rationality…or……unreasonableness…
in…the…Wednesbury…sense.…Finally,…by…referring…to…the…relationship…be-
tween…the…Wednesbury…test…and…the…proportionality…principle,… I…will…
give…an…overview…of…recent…trends…in…the…testing…of…judicial…review…in…
England.
